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Welcome from the Chairman
As with all our VM Spotlight magazines, I endeavour to start thinking about “Welcome
from the Chairman” a number of weeks before publication.
Having attended Christmas World and Euro-Shop in Germany, two of the greatest retail
trade shows, it was obvious that attendance was lower than usual, and several exhibitors
had pulled out of the show. Little did we know that the new virus would certainly take a
grip on the whole world.
In order to abide by the announcement from the Prime Minister, the UK is in the grip of a ‘lockdown’ with retailers,
restaurants, coffee shops etc. closing their doors.
During these unprecedented and challenging times, the global economy has ground to a halt, retailers are facing
uncertain times, not only with the continued salaries to staff but the volume of unsold stock they are sitting on.
Coupled with this, The British Display Society is aware of the knock-on effect this is going to have with many
freelance visual merchandisers who are BDS members. The Chancellor has announced a package of measures
to help the Self-Employed, but any payments are not likely to be received until June.
While we appreciate it is difficult to remain positive, remember, we are British, and our history shows we will rise
again. We had the recession in 2007-2008 from which we recovered. We must be ready to help retailers get their
stores open and launch with new concepts.
In the meantime, I wish all our members good health – use this time to be creative and ready to go!
Iain Kimmins FBDS

Chairman

Your creativity will help recovery - Be prepared
The whole world is currently in the grip of an
unprecedented and yet largely invisible threat,
resulting in an uncertain future. No matter how bleak
the picture seems, we will weather the storm. What of
the future?
The Covid-19 pandemic has moved rapidly around
the world. In the UK we find ourselves in ‘lockdown’,
with shoppers only able to visit shops to buy essential
supplies.
This, in turn, has disastrous effects on the UK economy
with the closure of our High Streets and Shopping
Malls. So much we took for granted; grabbing a
takeaway-coffee, socialising in restaurants and
bars, even getting a haircut, now all stopped, albeit
temporarily. Trade will restart and the world will return
to ‘normal’, although normal will more than likely be
different.
Following the bombing of the World Trade Centre in
New York in 2001, the economic and financial markets
tumbled. In 2008 there was the UK recession that
resulted in many businesses facing bankruptcy. The
economy goes around in circles and we find ourselves
in uncertain times again.
The Covid-19 virus will affect many businesses and
sadly there will be some losses. Many companies will
struggle for some time to recover – with or without the
help of government.
UK retailers, will be desperate to re-open and start
brisk trading. Customers will always want to go
shopping, this is a well-known fact.
The British Display Society, has many members who
are ‘Freelance Visual Merchandisers’. They assist

retailers promote themselves, from designing window
concepts to in-store merchandising, our members can
help. As we know, retail has been struggling for some
time with the increase of On-Line shopping, rising
Business Rates, and increased car park charging.
The British have always had the ability to pick
themselves up and carry on. During the Second World
War, and afterwards, the nation worked together and
put the country back on its feet again. So, we must
think positively and help retailers get retail and visual
merchandising buzzing again.
One thing I believe is that the retail world will be different.
People were already turning to online shopping and
were looking for days out to stores for an ‘experience’,
viewing goods together with social meeting and
eating, and this trend will continue. The high street will
have to work very hard indeed to recover what it has
lost. Those stores that do not survive will be replaced
gradually by other outlets providing a new shopping
experience. The larger stores may well only survive
by reducing their size and spread around the country.
During this crisis, people have been reminded of the
importance and value of local shops.
The BDS and its members will be ready to help a
larger number of smaller outlets, many of whom will
be operated by new business owners who will need
our skills. So use this time creatively with ideas
ready to present to customers for the forthcoming
seasons. Whatever happens, the British Display
Society will be here to help and support its members.

The more businesses and freelancers are BDS
members, the more we can help each other.

Nigel Fisher ABDS - BDS COUNCIL MEMBER

bds

Distance Learning
Course in Visual Merchandising

£140
OFF!

Normally £490 - now only £350 for next 3 months

Pay in full £350 or with two monthly payments of £175, to qualify for the special deal

FEBRUARY 10th - 30th APRIL 2020 ONLY
A successful career in visual
merchandising and retail display brings
great job satisfaction. For a creative
individual there can be nothing more
rewarding than to stand back and view a
finished store display which they have
designed and built from scratch.
Why not sign up for The British Display
Society Distance Learning Visual
Merchandising Course?
Former BDS students work throughout the U.K. and indeed
throughout the world as VM Consultants, Managers, College
Lecturers and Consultants.
This course is designed to enable those who
may not be in a position to attend a college
based course to attain a basic range of
display/visual merchandising (VM) skills. It
covers elements of balance, layout,
production, props, lighting, interiors and
scale drawing. In addition there are
practical exercises for all important
hands-on abilities.
The course can be progressed in your own
time and at your own pace, although the

course must be completed within 2 years
from the date of enrolment. There are no
term dates for this course, and you will be
assigned a tutor to help you through the
course. On successful completion of the
course you will be awarded a certificate
accredited by the BDS. This will be a
valuable addition to your CV whether you
are already working in the industry, looking
for an extra qualification, or are keen to
obtain a position in VM for the first time.

Enrol at: www.bdsonline.co.uk
admin@britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
follow us...

Meet The BDS Team
The BDS Management Team comprises of experienced Visual Merchandising professionals
and experts in the industry, who also volunteer their time to manage the BDS.
It is their passion and enthusiasm for VM and Store Presentation that drives the industry to
maintain standards and ensure Visual Merchandising is not a dying art.

Director & Chair: Iain Kimmins FBDS

Iain is a creative Visual Merchandising Executive within the Display & Visual
Merchandising Industry with over twenty years’ experience. He has worked
for London’s top department stores including Harrods and Selfridges as well as
Tangs in Singapore. Having studied with the BDS he started his career as a Junior
VM progressing up to Head of Visual Merchandising. He has worked on several
freelance projects in New York, China and Saudi Arabia and now runs a Visual
Merchandising Consultancy called Creative Download.
His passion and enthusiasm for retail is not only about being creative with all kinds
of merchandise, concepts, brands, events and merchandise but being commercially
aware for the retail sector. creative-download.co.uk

Director & Vice Chairman: Helen Goodwin FBDS

Helen studied with the British Display Society in the heart of London’s West End
back in the early 1980’s. Her first job was as part of the display team for DH
Evans in Oxford Street handling a wide range of merchandise in the windows
& interiors. Following this she started her own Visual Design Consultancy in
London, then moved the business to York continuing to design & install window
displays up and down the country.
Due to a demand for display training Helen created ‘Made You Look!’ where she
passes on her knowledge and experience to those wishing to learn the basic
skills of display. Alongside Janet they work with Business Improvement Districts,
Councils, Independent retailers and various other groups helping businesses to look their best at all times.
madeyoulookmadeyoustare.co.uk

Director: Liz Johnston FBDS

Liz has worked in the Visual Merchandising industry for almost 40 years and has
been a freelance stylist since 1982. She studied at the College for the Distributive
Trades in London from 1975 gaining her qualification through the BDS. She went
on to work for Russell and Bromley in the West End, Simpson’s of Piccadilly, and
Heal’s gaining a wealth of experience and enabling her to take her skills in to
retail shops and exhibitions. She is passionate about bright colours and detail, and
helping the local high street retailers by using her vast experience in guiding them
to achieve the results they seek. liz@strictlyvisualdisplay.co.uk

John Abbate

John Abbate FBDS, with international experience in visual merchandising and retail
store design, is passionate about retail and how to find solutions in this ever-changing
market place.
After 20 years of working for such brands as, Ralph Lauren, Levis & Alfred Dunhill, in
America & Europe, he then moved to Shanghai; starting his own retail consulting agency,
John Abbate Studio, was Visual Merchandising professor at Mod’Art and then Creative
Director at Design Overlay retail design agency.
Returning to London, John joined Northbanks (http://northbanks.co.uk), a retail design
agency, using his experience to help brands develop and implement their retail identities.
Also a member of Save the High Street, he has joined the BDS to support retail through VM.

Assistant treasurer Nigel Fisher ABDS

An IT professional since 1979 Nigel has for the last 20 years been producing web
sites and shopping carts for small businesses. It is his belief that the use of web sites
for sales moves the internet firmly into the VM and POS arenas. The BDS should be
promoting excellence within web sites as well as on the shop floor, enabling the BDS
to address the entire sales material of any retailer. Nigel also engages in developing
exhibition stands for his own business and in connection with his hobbies.
Having for many years hosted the BDS web sites and supported and developed the
internal systems Nigel joined the council in 2013 intent on further supporting the BDS
as a whole.

Janet Billings FBDS

Janet studied with the British Display Society back in the early 1980’s. Janet started
working for a company designing and building props for use in window displays for
Debenhams, Selfridges and Harrods. In 1985 she set up her own Display Company
offering a full service, from design through to installation of exhibition stands and window
displays.
Janet has worked for an extensive range of clients from small independent retailers to
large national companies both in the UK and abroad, Wedgwood & Portmeirion being
just two of them. She works alongside Helen in ‘Made You Look!‘ with BIDs, Councils,
Independent retailers and various other groups helping businesses to look their best at
all times.

Edward Stammers MA, PG Cert

Edward is the Course Leader of BA (Hons) Fashion Visual Merchandising and
Branding at the London College of Fashion and has an MA in Fashion Merchandise
Management and PG Cert in Education. He has worked in the visual merchandising
industry for twenty-five years, managing global visual merchandising and marketing
campaigns as Design and Project Manager for Rootstein Display Mannequins. His
research interests centre on the function and perception of the mannequin form and
the challenges to the mannequin that are developing from the increased use of digital
technology within the fashion retail environment.

Barbara Chapman FBDS

Barbara Chapman (FBDS) is a highly experienced and creative freelance VM running
her own creative consultancy, with over thirty five years’ experience in the industry.
She brings an understanding of how to deliver brands across every touch-point within
the retail environment – in store, windows, press shows, launch parties, styling, and
online and photographic shoots. She believes that visual merchandising can achieve
commercial success, by inspiring customers through innovative, creative and unique
brand experiences. Using skills in creative conceptualisation, project management and
both old school crafting and hi-tech execution, she delivers unique and motivating retail
environments whilst still bringing sound commercial sense to every project.
She has worked with many luxury brands including Selfridges, Burberry, Mulberry, Jo
Malone, Harvey Nichols, Ralph Lauren , Jaeger; and on the high street, Oasis, Top
Shop, Marks & Spencer, Jigsaw and Alexon.
She is an experienced Associate VM lecturer and has recently become a Fellow of the British Display
Society Executive Board.

Paris Tsoulfas FBDS

Paris is a passionate and professional VM working in luxury retail and has over
15 years experience in the watch and jewellery industry. With a background in
interior design he attended the University of the Arts and studied their Display and
Presentation course. He has an ongoing passion for in-store customer service and
specialises with display lighting.
For one particular jewellery brand he had the responsibility for the U.K. and Ireland
stores. He also collaborated with all the major department stores (Harrods,
Selfridges, Fenwick and House of Fraser) on their indoor displays and window
dressing too as well as organised many marketing and press events.
He has also created many set-up projects in France, Germany and Italy.

BDS presenting to
International Group of Department Stores

At the recent Euro Shop, The British Display Society were invited to give a presentation
to a small group of members from the retail organisation I.G.D.S. – International Group of
Department Stores.
These attendees were representing the Visual Merchandising Departments from stores
such as de Bijenkorf in Amsterdam, Kaubamaja in Estonia and the store group Liverpool
based in Mexico.
Iain Kimmins (BDS Chairman) gave a presentation about the work of The British Display
Society while Barbara Chapman gave a presentation the Christmas VM trends in London
2019.
Barbara Chapman FBDS, meeting Els Lieshout,
Head of Visual at de Bijenkorf, Amsterdam.

“As one of the great retail cities of the world” Barbara says “London will always remain high
on the list. As a city, there is so much diversity from the stores in Oxford Street, Regent
Street and Piccadilly through to Covent Garden and the newly formed Coal Drops Yard in
Kings Cross”
As well as contributing their time to the BDS, both Iain and Barbara run their own VM
Consultancy businesses.
Iain Kimmins – www.creative-download.co.uk
Barbara Chapman – www.freelancevisualcreativeconsultant.co.uk

WINDSOR College has been honoured with Centre
of Excellence status - making it one of only a few in
the country to win the award from the British Display
Society.
The college is part of the Windsor Forest Colleges
Group which also includes Langley.
It has won the award before - but being re-awarded the
status has been particularly pleasing - especially as
Windsor is one of only four BDS centres of excellence
in the country.

A team from the BDS including their chairman Iain
Kimmins spent the day at Windsor, which is home to the
college’s visual merchandising (VM) department. They
were impressed by the standard of work produced by
Level 3 students which included scale models, plans
and elevations and prop constructions. This flagship
course is very much part of the fabric at Windsor
College, with the building featuring working windows
for students to showcase their visual merchandising
designs right into the heart of Windsor’s St Leonard’s
Road.

Mr Kimmins said:
“It was a pleasure to listen and talk to the students as to what
inspires and motivates them. It was great to view their work
which ranged from initial sketches, designs to model making,
prop building to dressing the mock-up windows. Given the level
of passion and enthusiasm, it proves that there is certainly a
generation of inspiring and up-and-coming Visual Merchandisers
in the making.”

Tutor Sue Leadbeater leads the Visual Merchandising department at Windsor College. Her
students’ progress to highly regarded art colleges such as the London College of Fashion
and The Retail Academy. Her alumni include a Visual Merchandising Director at M&S, the
visual merchandiser for Harrod’s windows and a number of gold medal winners in the highly
celebrated WorldSkills competitions.
Windsor College offers visual merchandising and design courses including Level 3 BTEC
(equivalent to three A Levels) in window display and interior design and an HNC at Level 4.
To find out more go to www.windsor-forest.ac.uk

10 reasons to become a Corporate Member of the BDS;
1. Having the endorsement of The British Display Society,
increasing your company’s credibility
2. Your name will be associated with our work in
education, our Centre’s of Excellence and our
prestigious history
3. Use of the BDS Corporate membership logo on your
stationery and publicity material
4. Listing on the BDS website with a link to your website
5. The opportunity for contact with other corporate
members and the ability to network with them
6. A right to attend and vote at the BDS AGM
7. The opportunity of applying to join the BDS National
Council
8. Offering the opportunity to contribute to editorial or free
advertising within our ‘VM Spotlight’ Magazine
9. The opportunity for your directors and staff to apply
for individual membership which awards personal affixes
10.The opportunity to advertise free on our Facebook page and our Instagram Page.

INTRODUCTORY Offer:

£150 for the first year. £200 for subsequent years

www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
enquiries@britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
follow us...

Are you working
in the Visual Merchandising Industry?
Is it time to push your
Visual Merchandising Career?
Membership has the following benefits:
• The opportunity to network with other VM Members
• Your details will be added onto the BDS database if you are
seeking “freelance work”
• A right to attend and vote at the BDS Annual General Meeting
• The opportunity to join the BDS National Council
• The opportunity to have your work published in the VM
Spotlight magazine
• The opportunity to have your work published on our
Facebook page
• Enhance your professional standing with letters after your
name!
• Use of the BDS Logo on your CV and in your Portfolio
So why not join The British Display Society? Membership is as
little as £20 per year. Let’s ensure that Visual Merchandising
continues to be a much needed industry within retail.

The German store group Breuninger was founded in
1881.
Breuninger has been setting high standards for fashion,
accessories and shoes and also in the fields of beauty,
sport and home & living.
This Fashion/Lifestyle store has expanded to towns
and cities including Leipzig, Stuttgart, Silzbach and
Düsseldorf.
A splash of yellow dominates the store this season with
their current Spring Store Concept. The windows are
stylish with simple mannequins and merchandise on
mirrored cubes.
The concept continues inside the store with VM sites
across the store highlighting the Spring concept.
The whole concept been stunningly executed and gives
the store a fresh new look.
Iain Kimmins FBDS

Kerry Meakin HONS FBDS
Lecturer at
Dublin Institute of Technology

These great mannequins were designed,
styled and installed by the talented VM
students from Dublin School of Creative
Arts/Dublin Institute of Technology.
With the exception of Mary Shelley,
author of Frankenstein, they are based
on Female icons: Betty Friedan, Georgia
O’Keefe, Rosie Riveter, Queen Elizabeth
1, and Zara Hamid.

EuroShop is a trendsetting retail trade fair, held every three
years in Düsseldorf. During the 5 days of the exhibition, 2,500
exhibitors from around 60 countries will present their products
and services. EuroShop attracts over 110,000 visitors from
around the world to find solutions for their businesses.
Anything from Shop Fittings, Store Design, POS Marketing,
Visual Merchandising, Food Tech & Energy Management
through to Event Marketing and Retail Technology.

IAIN AND BARBARA CATCHING UP WITH ANDREW CARTER FROM BONAVERI MANNEQUINS

OUR CHAIRMAN IAIN KIMMINS (FBDS) AND BARBARA CHAPMAN (FBDS) EXCITED TO VISIT EURO SHOP 2020

Iain catching up with Roman Stahovsky – Managing Director & CEO of Magnwall
www.magnwall.com

A small team from The British Display Society took time
out from our busy schedule to attend the show for a couple
of days. Despite the attendance being lower than usual
due to Corona Virus, it was great to network with suppliers
and make new contacts plus see a familiar faces from
the industry. It really proves that visual merchandising is
still key to the success of the retail industry with the latest

trends in display props, mannequins, signage, graphics
and lighting on show.
The show is a must for anyone in the retail/visual
merchandising industry although next time it needs more
planning to ensure that everything is seen. Our three
days was not quite long enough. Despite taking over 400
photographs, here is just a small selection..

IAIN AND BARBARA CATCHING UP WITH
ANDREW CARTER FROM BONAVERI MANNEQUINS

RECOGNISING
EXCELLENCE

REPRESENTING THE
VISUAL MERCHANDISING
PROFESSION

SAVE THE DATE!

Following the success of last year’s event,
the BDS is holding another networking event
for VM students and professionals in the industry

Monday 5th October 2020 6-9pm
at the London College of Fashion

Iain Kimmins ~Adrian Orsousa
We have all heard the phrase “its not what you know, but who you know”
While walking the halls at this year’s Euro Shop, I was stopped by someone
who I thought was a total stranger.
It transpires that Adrian Orsousa is a
Visual Merchandiser who is based in Brazil.
In his words “It was a pleasure to meet you today and learn about visual
merchandising through The British Display Society and Creative Download.
I follow both organisations on Facebook and Instagram. You are an inspiration to
Visual Merchandisers across the world!”
Its quite staggering that out of the thousands of people visiting Euro Shop,
Adrian spotted me! I was very touched by his comments.

• Meet other VM Students &
professionals
• Meet representatives from Corporates
• Meet the BDS Team
• Guest Speakers from the VM industry

FREE
EVENT

watch our website for
further details

www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk

www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk enquiries@britishdisplaysociety.co.uk

While in Dubai recently working on a retail project for a store group, Creative Download took time
out for the busy schedule to take a look at the stores and pop-up shops in The Mall of Emirates and
Dubai Mall.
Many shopping malls are utilising the floor space, not only for additional revenue but to create retail
theatre within the Malls. Clarins launched the Clarins Beauty Market Pop Up, which certainly caught
my eye.
Offering a range of treatments in the various garden buildings the Brand used the opportunity to sell
its beauty products from the various carts.
There was also space for customers to have consultations with the beauty experts.
This fun pop-up concept included an artificial duck pond and an eye-catching farm truck showcasing
Clarins products. The whole concept was executed to a very high standard and it brought such
freshness and newness to the mall.

Located on the ground floor of The Dubai Mall Level
Shoes is Dubai’s leading luxury shoe destination.
Everywhere you turn, you see shoes, shoes and more
shoes. From the most elegant heels to flip flops to
loafers, Level Shoes has got you covered.

On top of providing one of Dubai’s most innovative and
luxurious shopping experiences, Level Shoes provides
a range of services. This includes a VIP lounge, a luxury
cafe, a high-end cobbler, shoe stylists and of course, a
spa to get your feet shoe-ready.

The leading brands in the world of shoes are available in
the 96,000 square foot space, from Adidas to Converse
as well as smaller-production and high-end brands like
Gucci and Christian Louboutin.

It is always a pleasure to see what concept the VM team
creates. This is their latest installation.
Iain Kimmins (FBDS)

Spring has sprung at Nordstrom in New York. This is such
a fresh and crisp window concept with beautifully styled
mannequins, with a clear strap line and stunning moss
and foliage. Photos courtesy of Nordstrom.

WOW! This VM site certainly packs a punch on the
fashion floor at Peek & Cloppenburg in Dusseldorf.
The VM team have created a simple concept using
packing crates together with sprayed text on shrinkwrap .
The mannequins and fashion styling are superb and
show a mixture of male and female trends.
Visual Merchandising is all about giving the customer
an experience that they will remember. This VM site
creates retail theatre which is vital to the success of
any store.

Award winning retail design innovation from Euroshop 2020
MagnWall GmbH is a German award-winning start-up that
develops completely electrified product displays for flexible and
cable-free for interiors and store windows.
MagnWall took the opportunity to exhibit at EuroShop in
Düsseldorf. “For the start-up company that is only 3 years
old is not so easy to become an exhibitor. Even though the
exhibition covers more than 15 halls there is not enough space
to accommodate all companies who wanted to display, and the
trade show organizers have to be very selective here.” – said the
Managing Director of MagnWall GmbH Roman Stahovsky.
Roman continues “The show was a huge success for us, and the
new technology raised the great interest from many architects,
designers and retail Visual Merchandising teams. Visitors to
the stand were surprised to see how easily the shelves, lights,
mirrors and digital signage can be mounted and immediately
powered from the wall”
For the first time Magnwall had presented magnetic lighted
mirrors as well as wireless screens, which are less than 2
cm thick. A special highlight was the modular shelf. In fact, it
is
only the magnetic shelf frame to which you can attach any
material cover. In this clever way the same shelf becomes a
transformer, which with minimum time and material waste
can be adjusted to the different display scene.
MAGNWALL innovation received unprecedent focus from
media and professional organizations. It won a special
mention Innovation prize Architecture+ Presentation. A
professional jury of this year’s EuroShop Trendscouting
Award by AIT, has selected MAGNWALL as the winner
of a guided tour of the trade fair, featuring highlights and
innovations of the year 2020.

Visual Thinking
Biography

About Visual Thinking
Established in 1992, Visual Thinking is one of the world’s foremost
authorities in accelerating retail performance – delivering change
instore to improve the shopper experience and embed retail
best practices.
As pioneers of groundbreaking retail improvement solutions, we
develop bespoke projects to improve retail brand delivery for
leading high street and international retailers, operating in global
markets to bring the best of British retailing expertise to change
shopper perceptions and increase performance for clients
worldwide.
Visual Thinking design, develop and deliver high profile visual
merchandising, store communications and retail training and
development initiatives for brands. Recently developing award
winning online VM platforms and user-friendly digital apps to

Hunter Boots – Embedded VM Support

With limited internal VM expertise and ambitious company growth
plans, Hunter wanted long-term, outsourced visual merchandising
support to take forward their already full calendar of planned new
store openings, temporary shop-in-shops, seasonal product
launch campaigns and retail promotions, including the launch of
its new global flagship store in Ginza, Tokyo.
Working closely together, we implanted our own specialist VM
expertise into Hunter’s London office to work closely with the
brands product and marketing teams to provide highly focused
and effective visual merchandising support, when and where it
was needed most. High impact, focused expertise and cost
effective. Immediate support to get things done and done well.
Providing practical field-based support for the launch of new
stores both in the UK and overseas, we introduced new thinking,
specialist expertise within the VM policy and practical coaching
on effective retail implementation. Store teams quickly began
making big strides in delivering the highest standards of product
presentation. Clear evidence that the right visual merchandising
support can help brands take big steps forward.

Harley-Davidson Global
Digital Retail VM App

Bringing expert VM to Harley-Davidson’s clothing merchandise
meant creating an innovative digital retail App for its global teams.
We set out clear and concise VM principles and a ‘best practice’
application for its international retailer network, removing the
barriers from its previously written guidelines adoption in a single
swipe.
Designed for use on desktop, tablet and mobile devices, the
innovative digital retail App offers a dynamic user experience
combined with essential content that can be accessed quickly and
easily, and understood by a ‘non VM expert’ audience. Developed
to work in a range of easy to switch international languages, this
innovative digital retail solution features a
vibrant mix of video, image and text-based

manage the successful implementation of distinctive and more
consistently executed brand experiences for retailers worldwide.
Clients include retail brands in various sectors including: Audi,
Hunter, O2, Harley-Davidson, IKEA, Monsoon, New Look,
Sainsbury’s and John Lewis. Our pioneering approach helps to
boost operational efficiency, increase customer satisfaction and
grow retailer profitability – creating more engaging and effective
instore experiences that create brand value.
Our strength and success come from our people. We offer a
multi-disciplinary in-house and extended consultant team with
considerable experience and expertise from respected global
retail brands, with specialisms within retail change management,
visual merchandising, instore communications, store operations
and VM learning and development. Original thinking, an
obsession for outstanding results and a proven track record
for success for over twenty five years. Simply, inspiring retail
performance.

content, and includes a series of highly engaging and easy to
follow “Show Me How” video tutorials.
Covering everything from showroom layout product segmentation
to mannequin styling and trends, the development of our innovative
digital Retail App was a masterclass in the VM policy, improving
team capability and ensuring consistently high brand standards. It
helps to bring perfect product presentation and a great customer
experience to life across Harley-Davidson’s international franchise
Dealership network and has become a driving force for increasing
retail sales.

O2 UK & Ireland – Tomorrow Stores

What’s your future retail purpose? Being able to take a wider view
on future store development is an issue that will be familiar to
many brands right now. Telco retailers always have one eye on
tomorrow. In terms of advances in technology – that’s a given. But
in this highly competitive sector, being able to constantly ‘up your
game’ to deliver a retail experiences that’s relevant and engaging
is just as important.
Visual Thinking was engaged by O2 to conduct an in-depth ‘futures’
review of existing O2 stores, forward looking retail trends analysis,
and a comprehensive customer research project – helping them
to clearly see what the customer sees, and shoppers will want to
see in their stores of the future.
Our work went much further than simply providing bland playback;
our trusted insight helped to stimulate and inspire thinking for the
O2 senior leadership team to build on as they prepare for the
future. The result is helping to shape the O2 customer experience
of tomorrow by adding deep and meaningful insight and focus to
retail plans in ways that will help connect the brand and its instore
proposition to future customer needs.
For O2, continued success means having a trusted partner that
can challenge the business to think differently, in highly relevant
and appropriate ways. And thanks to a partnership that goes back
many years, our deep knowledge of O2’s business, the wider
Telco sector and global retail best practice, mean Visual Thinking
remains the first call for respected and far-reaching insight.

Triumph Motorcycles VM Trial

Iconic British motorcycle brand Triumph has revved up investment
to deliver a better customer experience and brand standards
within its showrooms. As part of this, Visual Thinking lead a trial to
develop a premium retail experience to grow sales of Triumph’s
important lifestyle clothing and accessories ranges, and overall, to
elevate the retail experience.
Store layouts were changed, presentation principles re-worked,
products redefine and clutter removed. Equipment enhancements
were prototyped, POS designed and developed, and new
VM principles introduced by our team to show how to present
product ranges more successfully. We provided specialist VM
training and support to Dealer teams to develop higher standards
of showroom presentation, more typically found within premium
lifestyle retailers.
As a result, Triumph Dealers are now fully engaged in VM and
equipped with the tools for success, making showrooms better
for customers, and creating a tangible commercial difference to
Dealer performance.

New Look – Perfect Day

Turning retail change management from vision into reality (at pace)
is commercially imperative for high street retailers today. The
current retail climate is anything but perfect, but that doesn’t mean
brands can’t aim for a ‘Perfect Day’. That was the vision behind
our recent nationwide VM initiative for fashion retailer New Look.
Following comprehensive and commercially proven store trials,
we worked across a number of model stores over a two-week
period to re-imagine store layout and guiding VM principles to
improve operational effectiveness and enhance the customer
experience – simple and logical, removing all complexity. As part

of this, a one-day VM briefing session was provided for store
managers to communicate and confirm essential retail and VM
standards in easy to understand ways. We equipped teams with
new retail guidelines and the knowledge needed to work through
challenges and implement ‘what good looks like’ consistently, in
every store.
The result has allowed New Look to quickly build momentum
across the business, creating the foundations for better store
presentation delivery, not just for ‘one day’, but today and
every day. It’s also proving that better brand execution seriously
benefits the bottom line too. Looking good has never looked so
commercially attractive.

Sheridan – New VM Guidelines

Our team embarked on a major VM initiative to redefine store
presentation guidelines for Sheridan UK, a transformation that
will define the future. Designed to bring all its concession stores
into line, along with selected wholesale retail accounts within its
European business, we were asked to develop a set of easyto-implement VM methods and standards to apply consistently
across the brand internationally.
We directed the entire process, looking at all areas of the brand’s
store environment: use of retail space, display equipment, styling
techniques, and even future requirements of the business – all
with an underpinning of a commitment to instore best practice.
The Visual Thinking team was able to document clear principles
and techniques – translated into Spanish and Portuguese – to reenergise the brand, and guide Sheridan’s retail teams. The work
has transformed store presentation standards, resulting in a 31%
sales uplift since being introduced.

For more information on Visual Thinking visit www.visualthinking.co.uk
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DRAKES / SAVILE ROW LONDON
WINDOWCONCEPT AND IN-STORE
VISUAL MERCHANDISING
The Invisible Man have been working closely with Drakes on
their VM strategy and creative identity and we recently
produced and installed their SS20 Palm Spring Windows at
their prestigious store in London‘s iconic Savile Row location.

About

The brief was to translate their Spring summer campaign
which was shot on location in Palm Springs , California.
A collage of stylish looks and evocative landscape images
fused with abstract shapes in a bold colour palette were
translated into their window environment.

The Invisible Man is a creative retail design agency, based in London and headed by
Creative Director & Founder Nathan Hicks.
An award-winning creative thinker with an exceptional understanding of brand values,
global fashion trends & product knowledge with a flair for creating visually exciting
stories with a keen eye for attention to detail.
Over 20yrs experience creating engaging visual concepts for brands within the Luxury
and Fashion sectors, including Matches-Fashion.com, Selfridges, JOSEPH, Drakes
Menswear and NEOUS Shoes.
A diverse portfolio of creative collaborators / suppliers with a wealth of experience in
Retail, Fashion, Arts, Prop Production, Graphics and Set-build teams.
Always working closely with your brand in order to deliver on any brief, overseeing the
entire process from concept through to design, artwork, production and final
installation.
If you need assistance with any creative projects for immersive installations, customer
enticing Windows through to experiential set design for exhibitions, events and pop-up
stores, please get in touch.
All Enquiries:
Contact Nathan Hicks
E-mail - info@theinvisibleman.co.uk
Website - theinvisibleman.co.uk
Instagram - @the.invisible.man_creative

Sacoor Brothers - Dubai

Art Panel Concepts

As we are all aware, VM budgets
have been reduced so VM teams
have to think resourcefully in devising
concepts using a tight budget and
knowing what props can be recycled
from the Props Storeroom. A well
experienced Visual Merchandiser
can always create ‘something out of
nothing’.
This was a concept devised by the VM Team at Cath Kidston. Here
at their Flagship store in Piccadilly, London, the canvas panels were
used as risers on a VM table inside the store as well as being used as
risers in the window.
Given the current situation with
Corona Virus, retailers will be
wanting to get their stores open as
soon as possible, once the situation
around the world clears up. With
the closure of so many stores, It
will be under the remit of all Visual
Merchandising Teams to create
and install inexpensive concepts
on a tight time-line and on a limited
budget.

Other retailers that have recently used Canvas panels in their window concepts include:

FORTNUM & MASON

KAREN MILLEN

LANVIN
ANTHROPOLGIE

Bijenkorf department store celebrating 150th anniversary and
looking ahead to a sustainable future with international growth
Celebratory year featuring exclusive anniversary collection,
designer shop windows and exciting events
Amsterdam, 5 March 2020
To mark its sesquicentennial, the Bijenkorf
department store is taking its customers
on a journey through history by releasing
a 150th anniversary collection, publishing
a book, unveiling exquisitely designed
shop windows and hosting special events
for customers. For its anniversary year, the
retailer also aims to exclusively offer more
sustainable brands and labels by 2025 and
continue its international growth trajectory.
A century and a half ago, in 1870, Amsterdam
entrepreneur Simon Philip Goudsmit opened
a small haberdashery shop called Magazijn
de Bijenkorf (‘the Beehive Warehouse’) on
the city’s central Nieuwendijk shopping street.
Today, in 2020, de Bijenkorf is the oldest
department store chain in the Netherlands,
with seven stores spread throughout the
country and online stores in the Netherlands,
Germany and Belgium, to be followed by
France and Austria later this year.

Anniversary year

To celebrate the store’s 150th anniversary, 150
brands and labels will be creating their own
exclusive designs of their most iconic product.
Initial future classics from labels including
Claudia Sträter, Daily Paper, Diamond Point,
Kurt Geiger, Kitchen Aid, Mason Garments,
Ted Baker and Vanilia will be available in
limited editions from 10 March.
To add to the celebrations, Stichting Cultureel
Erfgoed de Bijenkorf (de Bijenkorf Cultural
Heritage Foundation) will be publishing a book
on the department store’s history. The shop
windows will be decorated with illustrations
and set pieces from renowned Dutch illustrator
Timo Kuilder. In his signature style, featuring
stylised figures and shapes, he will be telling
the story of the Bijenkorf sesquicentennial and,

by extension, reveal the cultural, economic
and social changes the Netherlands has
undergone over the past century-and-a-half.
Later this year, the shop windows will serve
as the stage for a touring exhibition on past,
present and future fashion trends.

International growth

The retailer will be expanding its international
operations in 2020 by launching online stores
in Austria and France alongside its seven
department stores in the Netherlands and
online stores in the Netherlands, Belgium and
Germany. This is part of the company’s strategy
to enhance its international presence in the
rapidly changing retail industry, which will allow
it not only to make its international style icons
and trends available in the Netherlands, but
also to let customers discover the distinctive
Bijenkorf experience.

The future is green

Besides taking a leap back in time, the company
will also be looking ahead in its anniversary year,
and its stated mission is to sell exclusively more
sustainable brands and labels by 2025. The
retailer will also continue recycling waste and
uses only solar and wind energy to power its
stores. CEO Giovanni Colauto: ‘One hundred and
fifty years is an incredible milestone. It certainly
creates a huge sense of responsibility for us to
remain relevant over the next 150 years. It’s also
important that we are mindful of how we manage
our supply chain, our business operations and
the products we sell in our stores.’
For more information, please contact the
Bijenkorf PR department at +31 88 245 4444 or
send an email to PR@deBijenkorf.nl.

https://www.debijenkorf.nl/150jaar

Meet a professional - Sam Beadle
Getting to the ROOT of the matter
- see what we did there?
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So then Sam....
Q. What was your route into the wig making industry?
PHOTO CREDITS: MANNEQUINS- BONAVERI ITALY
CREATIVE- CHAMELEON VISUAL PHOTOS- LAPO QUAGLI

Earlier this year, I attended the Euroshop trade fair in Düsseldorf, and somewhere, amongst the craziness of
the many long days of running between stands, and dashing from one meeting to another, I remember finding
myself stopping momentarily and gazing at and admiring the wigs on the amazing new Twiggy mannequins
at the Bonaveri stand, where they had re- launched the Adel Rootstein range.
Fast forward two months, and here we are, chatting to Sam Beadle, the person who developed those amazing
self same Twiggy wigs. He turns out to be a warm, friendly and top-talented guy who has some great stories
to tell. I can see he’s passionate about his craft and is very happy to share his inner thoughts with me (well
my top ten questions any way!)
Sam Beadle is the Creative Director of his own company, Peluca Studio. They are a wig studio specialising
in hard cap wigs and hand painted make up for mannequins in the visual display industry. The company
is based in Seven Sisters, North London and they supply worldwide to companies in the UK, Italy, The
Netherlands, South Africa, Poland and the United States etc. Sam has been making wigs for around 5 years
now, and previous to this had five years of experience as a hairstylist.

A. I was a hairdresser for 5 years before I entered the world of display. In my first salon in Essex, I worked
with a lovely lady who had a daughter my age (15 when I started!) And we became friends, because of this
I became a friend of the family and met my colleagues husband, who was the manager of a mannequin
renovation factory. I eventually moved up to a salon in London. Fast forward 3 years and I was bored of
hairdressing, I wasn’t feeling creatively inspired and had already handed my notice in with no plans of what to
do next. This is when I received a call from my old friend, the daughter of the woman I worked with. She was
then working for her dad and they were looking for someone to join their team of 4 wig makers. I did exactly
that and excelled, I really found my passion. After 3.5 years I moved on to another smaller company to which I
only worked for 4 months and eventually had to leave due to there being a lack of work. I then decided to start
my own studio, previously called Sambeadlehair, now called Peluca Studio. We also now offer mannequin
makeup as well as wigs.
Q. Has there been huge changes in the production process of making and styling wigs during your
time in the industry or have techniques stayed the same?
A. The thing with mannequin wigs is that the techniques are so varied for every single style. It’s not like
traditional hairdressing where you have a base of hair to work up from. With display wigs you have to glue
the hair in the position you want it to go in, so you find yourself making up new techniques all the time as new
styles are wanted.

Q. How quickly do you find fashion trends effect wig designs?
A. Massively! I find that as there are not many display wig makers left these days, there was a lack of
modernisation. Classic styles are beautiful, but not right for every client. Creating modern styles which fit into
current trends has been a big focus for me, and my clients have loved it so far.
Q. What are the skills you think are essential for a wig artist?
A. You have to have patience, it is a long learning process and you are always learning. As I mentioned
before, the techniques are always changing with the current styles. You also have to be able to visualise
things in your head before you make them, because you need to know that the hair is going to work glued
in that specific direction because once its glued its glued, there’s not much room for errors once you have
finished a wig. If it doesn’t look right you may have to start again.
I also think some hair experience is quite necessary. It is possible to learn it without, because it is so different,
but I really have found that my previous knowledge of hair has helped me a lot in my wig making journey.
Q. Where do you get your inspiration for wig looks from?
A. I get a lot of inspiration from hairdressers on instagram. People like Guido Palau and Nicolas Jurnjack.
And I honestly never stop looking at peoples hair, especially when I’m on the train or in the supermarkets! I
find myself looking at how their hair sits and how I could replicate it.
Q. What inspires you in life?
A. If I’m honest I never stop thinking about wigs and make-ups and business in general. I never realised I
would have such a passion for business as well as wigs. I feel truly blessed to be doing what I love. I also
have a huge love for Cape Town, south Africa. I worked over there for 3 months making wigs a few years
ago, and I made many amazing friends and colleagues and have a huge love and connection to the city and
it’s people.
Q. Which project have you been involved with that you are the most proud of?
A. It would most probably be our recent jobs with Hand Boodt and Bonavari. We worked on creating the wigs
and make-ups for 2 mannequin collections for Hans Boodt, Muse and Untitled. We created some dreamy
pastel styles for the Muse collection, each wig had 6 different colour blends using baby pinks and corals and
silvers to create an almost pearlescent colour palette. And for Untitled we created a range of Afro focused
styles which is one of my absolute favourite things to do.
For Bonavari we worked in collaboration with Chameleon Visual on three collections, the re-launch of the
Adel Rootstein twiggy mannequin. We created a super chic makeup and the classic cropped twiggy hair
style. We also worked on the new Schlappi collection, Obsession, where we created some beautiful Ostrich
feather Afros in pastel colours to match the outfits. This was definitely one of my favourite things that we
have done. And then lastly we worked on some more natural styles for the Tribe collection.
Q. Do you design for different mannequin companies. If so, which ones?
A. Yes! For Hans Boodt Mannequins, Bonaveri Italy and also for More Mannequins and last year before they
closed, SFD.
Q. Do you still check out your work when you pass it in a window on the high street and get a buzz
out of it ( I do! )
A. Yes of course! I love to go and see my work in the windows. Also also other peoples work, I love to see
what people create!

PHOTO: MANNEQUINS- HANS BOODT

Q. Talk me through the process of making a wig from beginning to end.
A. So as I’ve mentioned before, it really is different for each wig but l do my best!
We start with making the cap, some people use a pre made cap but we prefer to make my own. It means we
get a proper fit that is bespoke to that specific mannequins head every time.
We then study the brief to work out the best way to construct the wig, and do so by gluing the hair in whatever
way you have decided.
Depending on the reference you either style as you are sticking the hair or you do it when all the hair is glued.
When the wig is constructed and you are happy with how it looks, then it’s ready to be lacquered. So it will be
taken down to our spray room and given a coat of hard lacquer to make it more manageable for the shops.
When its dry we will remove all the pins, remove the wig from the mannequin and trim all the stray hairs, and
then wrap and pack it up!
Q. What are Peluca Studios plans for the future?
A. Since the start I have been vocal about the environmental impacts of the fashion display industry and we
have been working on how we can be more sustainably focused. We have some exciting plans to launch some
new ideas and services on how we can contribute to a brighter future for everyone
My thanks to Sam for taking time in sharing his thoughts with me. It was really amazing to meet him and hear
his fascinating stories,thoughts and inspirations.
Barbara Chapman FBDS

www.pelucastudio.com

I realise now that assistants in other studios carried out
these mundane tasks, but Robert never asked this of
me.

A Mannequin Tale

After the figure was complete, the surface tool marks
smoothed by a dish sponge, the kind available in packs
of ten in pound shops everywhere, the figure would be
photographed. These photographs would be sent to the
people who had commissioned the figure for approval.
If approved, we would go into the casting stage. If not,
some adjustment would be made, and then, approval,
then casting. Etc.

A mannequin begins as a bin full of clay, some copper
pipe, hose clamps, chicken wire and a respirating
human being with the relevant tools and skills.
The human being I worked for was named Robert
Patterson. He died in November 2016 aged 64.
He liked the clay brought out of the bin and arranged in
rows like loaves of sourdough on the bench. He liked
Radio 4 and he liked to be left alone.
The process of how a mannequin comes into being
begins long before the clay comes out of the bin. The
company or individual commissioning the figure or
range of figures would consult with him for months.
Robert would tear out pictures from magazines and pin
them to a giant board in the studio. To the untrained
eye, the images would not necessarily be connected.
But Robert would be looking for the energy in the figure.
For example, for a range of female figures destined for
the world of department stores, to be distributed by a
large multinational based in Germany, the first pages
came out of Wallpaper magazine. Tall, lean figures
photographed in a Brutalist built environment, jet-set,
with that sexy laughing at their own genius flavour that
Wallpaper has. Then, a few supercharged September
issue advertising images showing an extended limb
with a bag or a shoe or a perfume bottle. Robert would
see the curve of the wrist, the tendons in the knee, the
extension of the neck, but in a fashion way. It’s different
to fine art. Fine art isn’t laughing, usually. Fashion, is
quite often laughing at its own jokes. It is when it comes
to the body, anyway.
In fashion the body isn’t real. A mannequin is not a real
body shape. It’s an imagined body shape. In the same
way that a cartoon is. A mannequin is based on real
measurements so that it fits real clothes but it is not a
real body. In fine art the body is the subject, the viewer
is supposed to look upon a figure sculpture and see
only it. A mannequin is supposed to become invisible.
Robert was really good at making bodies in a fashion
way. It’s possibly the reason he is not an RA. He could
possibly be the world’s most prolific figure sculptor, but
you would never know.
A display figure is doing a job, it exists to display
clothes, you are not supposed to notice it, you are
supposed to notice the clothes. Or the bags or shoes
or other products..
So, the journey of the mannequin begins on the wall
of magazine pages. From there, Robert would draw
some rudimentary sketches. Those

Casting the figure would usually be left to me. Then it
was my turn to be left alone, which I loved.
Robert would call me, and say,
”Alex, are you busy?”
And I would say,” No, When are you ready?”.
Even if I was busy, I would change things so I wasn’t.
The only time I couldn’t cast a figure was when I was
six months pregnant and building a cardboard set for a
play in HMP Pentonville. It was the David Bowie figure
for the V&A. I would have loved to, but, I was in prison,
and too fat to bend over and mix the plaster. I still ache
for that figure. But the work in Pentonville was the work
I care about ,and continue to do.
and attaching it to the sculpture stand. It would be then
wrapped in chicken wire-sharp edges!!-and covered
with a coat of clay which would dry and be the anchor
for the subsequent layers.
sketches were his own shorthand to himself. He
would decode this shorthand for the commissioner of
the figure or figures. The sketches correspond to the
measurements, The points at which the figure meets
the clothes. Or the light.
In a street-front window display, lit to give drama, or
information or both, the cheekbones, the collarbones,
the shoulders.. meet the light and encourage the
shopper to connect to the merchandise on display.
Skilfully made mannequins disappear into the display
story imagined by the VM team. Figures made by a
less skilled sculptor and technicians have flaws in the
surface and or proportions. They jar the eye. The flaws
are all you see.
After Robert had finished the process of decoding his
sketches and agreeing on the starting figure, we would
begin.
At some point, a model would come in and be
photographed for reference. Then the sculpture would
begin.
The first step in the process is to make the maquette.
The skeleton of the figure. That would be made by
bending and folding lengths of copper pipe into the
correct height and proportions, clamping it together

The clay is built up on the figure in a poetic wrapping
of strips of clay that relate to the positions of muscle
groups on the body. I say poetic because we are
not reading from an exact script here. The maquette
support is not complex, like the skeleton. The clay
figure is built on two lengths of copper pipe clamped
together. The main bulk of the figure is built up in
measured sausages of clay until the volume meets the
measurements. The clay is smoothed and massaged
by paddles and wooden tools that are shaped a bit like
ribs that have been worn by the sea.
Even when I worked full time for Robert, he
mostly did this work when I was not around.
He really liked to be alone with the figure. His
favourite tool was a small thing, about the size
and shape of a large garden slug. But made
from wood, smooth underneath and rounded on
top. It made a certain mark on the clay surface
of a nearly finished figure, like a finger drawn
through frosting. When I came in the morning
and saw a fully formed figure with a surface
of small strokes made by this tool I knew we
were readying ourselves for the casting stage.
Before long, bags of plaster would arrive,
delivered either by Robert’s wife or son.

Anyway, casting a figure the way Robert liked goes like
this:
I would arrive, with my coffee and bacon roll. The figure
would be wrapped in plastic like Laura Palmer. I would
unwrap it and if Robert had not marked the joins, mark
the joins.
The joins being where the figure divides into pieces
so it can be dressed by VM personnel. Torso, arms,
hands, leg, hips and leg. Head.
And then all these sections in halves for the purpose
of casting.
I would roll out a lump of clay into a sheet, similar to
rolling out pastry but thicker. I would cut this clay sheet
into strips approx. 2cm wide and put them along the

joins. I would cast each section at a time starting from
the lower half. The mould would be made from Fine
casting plaster, mixed to a consistency like cream and
painted onto the body, then as it thickened, spread
like icing. The cast would be made from a harder
plaster called Herculite which was finer and mixed to a
smoother consistency. It usually took two days to cast
the whole figure. Robert liked the figure to be cast in
a waste mould, which means that the mould can only
be used once, as it is destroyed as it is broken off
the finished cast. It’s quite old fashioned. He learned
the technique from the assistant to John Taylor at
Rootstein, and having faith in it, taught it to me.
Once I finished making the moulds
for the whole figure I would wrap it
in wet towels and the plastic sheet
and leave it overnight.
The next morning I would come
in, boil the kettle, and unwrap
the figure. Ideally, the wet towels
would have caused the mould
halves to slightly separate. I would
take the clay strip out of the neck
and pour hot water into the top of
the mould in order to break the
seal. I would ease off each section
and lie it on the floor. It’s partner
would go on top like lovers.
Robert would usually come in for
casting as it is more successful as
a two person operation.
The casts would be given overnight
to set and I would come in to break
them out of their moulds. After
they were released I would file off
the joins and put them on the heaters to dry.
You may be reading this and yawning, but every
moment of this process is joyous to those of us who
choose it. The smell of the clay, the sensation of it,
the smell of the plaster, the moment the mixture of
the plaster reaches the correct consistency, it is all
heavenly. I never tire of it, nor did Robert.
After the sections of the figure dry they are fitted with
mannequin fittings. These fittings are especially made
for mannequins. Robert used an engineering firm in
deep Carshalton.
The figure is pieced together and fitted with it’s head
and it’s hands. Robert loved making the heads. He
made extraordinary mannequin heads. I recognise the
heads he made in the shops. I see them and think ‘ I
sanded that head, I filed off the joins around it’s ears
when it came out of the mould..’

The hands are cast from real people. I once had to go
looking for hand models and I found a young woman in
Turkish supermarket in Harlesden. I watched her reach
out and choose a packet of tea with her long fingers,
like ET. Perfect.
Hands are moulded using dental alginate. The hand
has the alginate spooned over it quickly and then the
hand is placed in position while the alginate sets. The
technician (me) has 3 minutes to get it right. It’s fun, I
always enjoyed it.
The figure is complete and ready to be sent to the factory
where it will be reproduced once it is filed and sanded
to a smooth flawless finish. My final job was to file
and sand the figure until there
were no shadows. Shadows
being slight irregularities on
the surface. Filing with a rasp,
followed by coarse sand paper,
then fine sandpaper until the
figure is pure white plaster.
A finished figure is so beautiful.
The last tasks were to give the
figure a coat of shellac, wrap
it in bubble wrap, sweep and
mop the floor, arrange the
tools in order, scrape out the
buckets and clean the sink.
Robert died of Cancer in
November 2016. I loved
working for him. I’m not really
qualified to work for anyone
else. I tried to get other work,
in sculpture, but I didn’t try
that hard. Its hard to find an
experience like that again.
It’s an enormous privilege to
have been Robert’s assistant for as long as I was.
Things are different in props studios now, it’s much
faster moving, business-like and ambitious. Robert
never answered the phone, let alone posted pictures
on social media. Even his own wife wasn’t allowed in
his studio.
I’ve worked on film sets since, in props for photography
and other fast moving problem solving environments.
But actually, temperamentally, it is hard to maintain
one’s composure in those environments. The genius
lies in the project management.
I miss the genius. A little while after Robert died his
family gave me some of his equipment and archive. I
sat down with all those things and I asked them what I
should do.
I never wanted to make mannequins, that was really
Robert’s thing. I tried to see how it would feel, but it just
didn’t happen. I just like making shapes. I’ve made a

few now, I like making things that are like bones. I’ve been
drawing at the Natural History Museum in their basement
where they keep all the bones. The curator of mammals lets
me sit by myself with the cupboards of giraffe and horse
bones. We choose some things and I draw.
I think about display. Some of the things I make could be
used for display, jewellery or watches. However, at the time
of writing I have a commission for a monumental sculpture.
Much larger than I was thinking when I started out.
Robert always really loved Henry Moore, but was always
committed to keeping to the rules of the body. I don’t mind
straying away from the rules. I’m using the same tools, the
same materials, the same quiet, the same dust. Just different
outcomes.
I came to the UK from Australia in 2001 to visit my friend
Iona who worked in HMYOI Feltham at the time, I got off the
plane, went to her house, had a meal and a sleep and went
straight into prison as an art room visitor. Iona’s cousin Ali
put me in touch with Robert when I was looking for a job.
For most of the first few years I lived here in the UK I worked
4 days a week for Robert and volunteered for one day at
Feltham teaching inmates painting and drawing.
Iona and Robert both died of cancer within a year of each
other. I miss them both. I still see Ali. I continue to teach
painting and drawing to young people who find themselves
in the criminal justice system. I am trying always to involve
those same young people in my own art projects where
possible.
I am in the process of returning to full time artwork after many
years of housewifery, raising my own children to be resilient
human beings, which, I think, is important.
Alexandra Rowland, Sculptor
Instagram:
@alexpaintsanddraws,
@alexsculpts
@reparationartproject

Creative Download recently
installed an Art Canvas Panel
concept at ‘Edit’ in Petts
Wood, Kent.
This small independent gift
shop is a treasure chest of
gorgeous gifts, home interiors
and fashion.
Despite the busy windows,
the vibrant colours bring the
shop to life.

Independent retailers play such a vital role in the
local community. They are the backbone of the
High Street; they are the heart of a community and
the local economy. Discovering a wonderful shop
is one of life’s great delights. In these on-line times,
a journey to a real emporium is a treat.
The High Street offers treats – the Saturday morning
cappuccino and cake, a new piece of fashion, a gift
for your home as well as a pint of milk and a gossip
with friends.

The presence of VERO MODA is linked with our wholesale
partners and stimulates those in the Business Industry that are
looking for a bespoke branded product of us.
From formal-wear to bespoke gift sets of jewellery included
handbags and scarfs, this fair has become part of our Retail
Calendar and a solid presence that each year we are part of it.
Taking into consideration the Business environment that this fair
takes place we had to simplify the display area and make it as
commercial as possible, keeping in line our Brand DNA and core
values.
From a set of shelves placed across the walls and floating
hanging scarfs display, the goal was to create a stand where all
visitants could interact with the product comfortable.
The two tall standing mannequins, highlight the product offer and
gives an idea of how our formal-wear looks like when dressed.
The Design concept and roll out was done under my direction
with the support of my Visual Team at VERO MODA India with
implementation and execution of Brandmela Group, with Project
Manager Mr Hiten Rajput.

Nuno Rosa
Head of Visual Merchandising & Styling
Vero Moda - India

Independent retailers are the backbone of the High Street; they
are the heart of a community and the local economy. Discovering
a wonderful shop is one of life’s great delights. In these on-line
times, a journey to a real emporium is a treat.
As with many independent retailers, they simply don’t have huge
budgets to invest in their windows. So it is definitely a case of
stretching the budget as far as possible.
There is a need to ‘create something out of nothing’ and hiring a professional Visual Merchandiser
means that they will have a supply of display props to hand.
Petter Pharmacy in Crouch End, London and Acorn Pharmacy in Berkhamsted, Hertfordshire are
regular clients of Creative Download.
Iain says, “As I need to hold money back for the Christmas windows, this Mothers Day concept
was created by using MDF columns and pink string curtains that were being stored in our Props
Studio.” Iain continues, ”I purchased blue/pink fabric in order to cover the various columns and
panels in the windows. Oversized bird boxes were constructed, which I know will be repainted and
re-used again in another scheme”
“At Petter Pharmacy,” Iain says, “ there are fixed shelf units in the windows, which gave the
opportunity to create pyramid groupings of merchandise”

At another branch of the pharmacy chain (Acorn Pharmacy in Berkhamsted, Herts) a pop-up area inside
the main doors was created using the same custom-made bird boxes.
Instead of the usual VM Site which is mainly for display, on this occasion it was commercially viable to
create an area where customers can ‘pick up and buy’ toiletries and other merchandise.
MDF Columns were covered in the blue/pink rose fabric and these bird boxes were made with a shelf to
hold the merchandise.

Concept and Props by
CREATIVE DOWNLOAD
www.creative-download.co.uk
hello@creative-download.co.uk

Creative Download was launched by Iain Kimmins; a
Visual Merchandising professional with an outstanding
history in the industry. His career includes the
department stores Harrods and Selfridges in London
and Tangs in Singapore. He has also worked on projects
in Shanghai, New York, Saudi Arabia, and Switzerland.
Iain is the Chairman of The British Display Society and
regular gives lectures to our Visual Merchandising
students together with awards at various events.

In this tough market,
retailers need to create
the right shopping
environment that
reflects their Brand
to ensure that all
important customer
experience. From
shop fronts to window
displays to interior visual
merchandising, product
layout and focal points
around the store,
Creative Download
will ensure that
creativity is balanced
with the commercial
requirements of your
business.

Create retail
theatre for your
customers
Give your
customers an
excellent and
memorable
shopping
experience
Encourage
the customers
to shop,
experiment
and interact
with the
product

WINDOW CONCEPT
& PRODUCT STYLING

COACHING
& TEACHING

VISUAL MERCHANDISING

STORE SET UP
& OPENINGS

RETAIL DESIGN
VISUAL MERCHANDISING
MANUALS & GUIDELINES
INTERNATIONAL WORK

EXHIBITION STAND
PRODUCT STYLING
Clair Stuart of Sticky Red (Dubai)
has recently become a Fellow
of The British Display Society. It
was an honour to award Clair
her FBDS Certificate

PHOTOGRAPHIC
STYLING

Judging competition at
Pure London

www.creative-download.co.uk
hello@creative-download.co.uk
Promoting The British Display Society to the Visual Merchandising students at
The Nanyang Poly School of Design in Singapore.

BARBARA CHAPMAN
Visual Merchandising & Styling Consultancy
https://freelancevisualcreativeconsultant.co.uk
I am an experienced creative visual merchandising consultant, with both a highly creative and sound
commercial mind.
I can help your business with the design, project management, installation and styling of your windows.
Visual Merchandising in store, and the styling and layout of your online product.
I also have a wealth of experience in collating VM packs and guidelines, holding workshops and mentoring
and lecturing, all within VM. I have also recently been made a member of the Exec board and a fellow of the
British Display Society.
I believe that visual merchandising can achieve commercial success, by inspiring customers through
innovative, creative and unique brand experiences. Using skills in creative conceptualisation, project
management and both old school crafting and hi-tech execution, I deliver unique and motivating retail
environments.

During these challenging and unprecedented times, we must be pro-active
and look to the future and prepare ourselves to re- build our businesses when
circumstances get back to normal. We need to turn our past way of thinking
on it’s head. I believe those brands who will get through this and come out still
standing the other side, will need to be flexible, agile and open to new methods
of business. We need to look at our thoughts and processes and think best how
to handle projects going forward.
I can be flexible and pro-active and work within your budgets helping to re-start
your business. Once this crisis passes customers WILL want to come back into
our stores and enjoy shopping once again. It is up to us to plan how we can do
this best and to create the exciting and inspirational retail experiences which
they will undoubtedly crave.

•WINDOW DESIGN AND INSTALLATION
•PRODUCT STYLING
•VISUAL MERCHANDISING
•RETAIL DESIGN

•VISUAL MERCHANDISING MANUALS AND GUIDELINES
•DESIGN & INSTALLATION OF PRESS EVENTS & PRODUCT LAUNCHES
•STYLING OF ONLINE PRODUCT SHOTS
•EXHIBITION STAND DESIGN AND PRODUCT STYLING
•TRAINING,COACHING AND MENTORING
•STORE SET UP AND OPENINGS

Please get in touch or view more of my work at

https://freelancevisualcreativeconsultant.co.uk
Insta @babscreates

BDS VISUAL MERCHANDISIERS’ DIRECTORY

The areas/radius my work is in all UK & Europe
Phone: +39 349 0514363
E-mail: info@designcounty.co.uk
WhatsApp: +39 349 0514363
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/feed/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
ArthurDesignCounty/
Insta:  https://www.instagram.com/
arthurdesigncounty/
Website: www.designcounty.co.uk

Jasmine
Garrett
Hertfordshire
Mobile: +44 (0) 7702 097874
E-mail: JASMINEGVM@YAHOO.COM
Home and Fashion

Nicola
Gray
Located in North Yorkshire but work across the
UK and mainland Europe.
Mobile: +44 (0) 7718 160061
E-mail: nikkideboo@mac.com
Twitter: @Nikki_D73
Insta: @visualmerchandising_unleashed
VISUAL MERCHANDISING | EVENT SERVICES
| ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
Specialising in Sports and Fashion with a bit of
venue styling thrown in!!

Kat
Maclennan
Located in Greater London & will work across the
UK & Europe
Tel: +44 (0) 7713 337969
Email: Kat@dottodot.work
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/kat_
maclennan/
Linked in: https://www.linkedin.com/in/katmaclennan/
Website: https://dottodot.work
I am experienced in collaborating with brands &
design agencies including TRC, adidas, Reebok,
Finisterre, and Radley to shape VM strategies
& bring stories to life in stores. I can help with:
VM Planning, Creation of VM guides, Training
& implementation, Window Concept design &
implementation, Styling & Event set up

Ann English ABDS
Create Intrigue & The Visual Marketing
Academy™
Newcastle Upon Tyne
Mobile: +44 (0) 7886 683568
E-mail: hello@annenglish.co.uk
Insta: @createintrigue
Twitter: @createintrigue
Facebook: @createintrigue
Website: http://www.annenglish.co.uk
Ann English is a visual communications expert with over 30 years
experience. Passionate about promoting the power of VM, Ann has
brought Visual Merchandising up to date in the digital era by founding The
Visual Marketing Academy™
She delivers Visual Marketing Power Hours, masterclasses, interactive
workshops, talks and training courses to Independent Retailers, Designer
Makers, Artisan Food Producers and SMEs. Ann is a keynote speaker and
her books on The Power of Visual Marketing™ and The Pop-up Solution™
will be launched next year. Get in touch to discuss your needs and explore
creative solutions.

Helen Goodwin FBDS
Made You Look, Made You Stare
York
Phone: +44 (0) 1904 654933
E-mail: helen@madeyoulookmadeyoustare.co.uk
Website: http://www.madeyoulookmadeyoustare.
co.uk
Training services – basic skills for High Street regeneration. Ideal
for Business Improvement Districts (BIDs), Councils and similar
(nationwide )
Window Displays & Styling – Fashion & Home & gifts, curtain

Iain Kimmins FBDS
Creative Download
Mobile: +44 (0) 7931 984930
E-mail: hello@creative-download.co.uk

Website: http://www.creative-download.co.uk
In this tough market, retailers need to create the right shopping
environment that reflects their Brand to ensure that all important
customer experience. From shop fronts to window displays to interior
visual merchandising, product layout and focal points around the store,
Creative Download will ensure that creativity is balanced with the
commercial requirements of your business.

Countries we work in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,
Jordan, United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Bahrain
and Oman.
Island Street
PO Box 40124
Ras Al Khaimah
United Arab Emirates.
Mobile: 00 971 (0)50 657 40 88
E-mail: Hello@stickyreddisplay.com
Website: www.stickyreddisplay.com
A professional omni channel for visual merchandising in all store
categories, with the added option of Project Management for exhibitions
and events.

Creating
Retail Magic
Mags McAlpin
Northern Ireland and Republic of Ireland
Facebook: Creating Retail Magic
Linked In: http://uk.linkedin.com/pub/margaret-holmes
mcalpin/11/593/997/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/retailmagicni/
Website: Creating Retail Magic
With more than 25 years experience in VM & Creative Retail Services,
Mags McAlpin (FBDS) offers a professional services portfolio that
includes:
• Specialist Retail Training in Visual Merchandising & Customer Service
Excellence
• High Street Regeneration,Town Dressing campaigns and Themed
Community Events for Business Improvement Districts (BIDs),
Councils, Enterprise Agencies & the Third Sector
• Visual Merchandising, Window Dressing, Event Styling and Mentoring
for Start-ups, Micro-enterprises and SME’s.

HRH
Creative
Harriet Rudman-Hawkins ABDS
Oxfordshire and London areas
Mobile: 07739 967872
E-mail: harriet@hrhcreative.co.uk
Website: hrhcreative.co.uk
Specialising in Creative Graphic Design and Visual Display for Retail,
working mainly for Fashion & Accessory brands and also in the
Interior, Gifts and Fragrance sector.

Luke
Searle
Freelance Visual Merchandiser.
Liz Johnston FBDS
Kent, Surrey, Sussex and Essex but not Central London
Mobile: +44 (0) 7775 725435
E-mail: liz@strictlyvisualdisplay.co.uk
My main focus of merchandise is everything except fashion!

Bristol based but extensive travel all over UK and
Europe.
Phone: 07889 078267
E-mail: luke@lukesearle.com
Website:www.lukesearle.com
I have 28 years of retail experience in Head office
and field roles.
Clients have included: Jack Wills, GAP, Arcadia, H&M, North Face,
Nespresso, Joe Browns, Next, LEE jeans Quba Sails, Aloft

BDS CORPORATE MEMBERS

Antalis

Europe’s leading distributor of paper, packaging, solutions and
visual communication products for professionals
Gateway House, Bardon Business Park, Interlink Way, Bardon
Hill, West Coalville, Leicestershire LE67 1LE
Website: www.antalis.co.uk

In this tough market, retailers need to create the right shopping
environment that reflects their Brand to ensure that all
important customer experience. From shop fronts to window
displays to interior visual merchandising, product layout and
focal points around the store, Creative Download will ensure
that creativity is balanced with the commercial requirements
of your business.
Website: http://www.creative-download.co.uk

bbrown
Display Materials
Head Office – Zodiac 2, Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire HP2 7SJ
Web: www.bbrown.co.uk

icatcha
Design
and Display
Gill Segar
Wallasey, Merseyside CH45 6TN UK
Website: http://icatchadisplay.co.uk

103 Kings Cross Road, London WC1X 9LP
United Kingdom
Website: http://hol-group.com

Pin Industrial Area
Stevenage
SG1 4SZ
Website: http://www.harlequin-design.com

Project Works
London
Ltd
Specialise in creative visual merchandising ideas.

Liz Johnston FBDS
Kent, Surrey, Sussex and Essex but not Central
London
Mobile: +44 (0) 7775 725435
E-mail: liz@strictlyvisualdisplay.co.uk

Northbanks

Retail Design Agency
67 Grosvenor Street
London W1k 3JN
Website: www.northbanks.co.uk

The Christmas Decorators
Interior and exterior Christmas decorators
Speke Business Park
Liverpool
L24 9AB
Website: www. thechristmasdecorators.com
Helen Goodwin FBDS
Made You Look, Made You Stare
York
Website: http://www.madeyoulookmadeyoustare.co.uk
Training services – basic skills for High Street regeneration. Ideal
for Business Improvement Districts (BIDs), Councils and similar
(nationwide )
Window Displays & Styling – Fashion & Home & gifts, curtain
fabrics (Yorkshire & surrounding area)

London, Haringey UK
Website: www.pelucastudio.com

Harlequin
Design London Ltd
Unit 2 Eastman Way

From concept development to production
Unit 12 Shakespeare Ind. Est., Shakespeare St., Watford,
Herts, WD24 5RR
Website https://projectworks.london/

Hol
Group
A modern approach to Visual Merchandising

Peluca
Studio
Bespoke wig and makeup for mannequins

Intercontinental Group of
Department Stores

IGDS is the largest Association for Department Stores
worldwide, providing support to 40 leading Department
Stores around the world.
Birmensdorferstrasse 55
Zurich,
Switzerland 8808
Website: https://www.igds.org

VM
and Events
Specialising in the skills of visual merchandising and events
offering services to assist in presenting and promoting
of products by combining environment and space into
stimulating displays to encourage the sale of product.
367 Chester Road, Little Sutton, Ellesmere Port CH66 3RQ
United Kingdom
Website: http://www.vmandeventsltd.co.uk

Dedicated
to the Visual Merchandising Industry

Welcoming Visual Merchandisers
and companies to join us.
See our website for
all the benefits of membership
Lets keep
Visual Merchandising alive & kicking
in this modern retail world
enquiries@britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
follow us...

